[Diabetes risk factors in the Regional Railway Hospital in Lublin, described on the basis of medical documentation].
Nowadays, more and more attention is paid to the occurrence of diabetes risk factors and then to treating and preventing that disease. The objective of the study was to find out the risk factors of diabetes in a group of railwaymen hospitalized in 1997 in the Regional Railway Hospital in Lublin, on the basis of medical documentation. Medical records were analyzed, having in view diabetes risk factors such as genetic ones, overweight and addictions of the patients suffering from diabetes. All the mentioned above risk factors were obserwed in the group. The medical documentation dealing with the diabetes risk factors of the hospitalized patients was incomplete. Therefore, a conclusion was drawn, concerning the necessity of introducing into the medical documentation of diabetes patients the chart of Diet Care basic information as well as the obligation of its detailed filling in, which would allow better recognition of the diabetes risk factors and to improve the results of curing the disease.